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Insights IAS, established in 2014, fosters and nurtures leaders of
tomorrow who are capable of making a difference to the society. We
passionately dedicate ourselves not only to impart the best training to
civil services aspirants, but also to produce the finest officers for the
nation. We are well known for our diversified nature of teaching
especially the qualitative pedagogy coupled with student centric
mentoring that focuses on the holistic development of the student.

Our InstaClasses Program is one of the benchmark initiatives.
Following the 'EQUIP' strategy (i.e, Explain - Quest - Understand -
Interact & Perform), Instaclasses sets the strongest foundation for
your UPSC preparation. The students are instilled with high confidence
as they learn from and interact with top-class faculties. Our team of
mentors, content - writers, course co-ordinators and state - of - the art
infrastruction provides nothing but the best for students growth. As we
create a serious competitive atmosphere for the students, there is
always scope for betterment/ learning through healthy peer
discussions.

We leave no stone unturned in providing the best of best facilities to
our students. A full time Success and Mindset Coach is recruited to
focus on the mental health of the students, providing them timely
guidance when one feels its necessity. In addition to the above, our
IGNITE initiative will facilitate you an extravagance of intellectual
simulation and a strong intent of being a civil servant.

Being India’s Top most website for IAS aspirants (with 1.5 lakh unique
daily visitors), we have a dedicated team that works round the clock to
provide the best possible resources that fosters your UPSC exam
success. By making an efficient use of what of offered to you, you will
be able to taste success sooner than all your competitors.
Considering this to be the country’s toughest exam, we have the right
guidance and resources ready for you.

You have a big dream. All you need is the right institution and the right
people who make you realize this dream into reality. Insights IAS, with
its impeccable track record, might be the destination you were waiting
for. 

I hope you will make the right decision.

Best Regards 

Vinay Kumar G B 
Founder & Director | InsightsIAS

Dear Students.

DISCOVER
YOUR TRUE
POTENTIAL

A LETTER FROM THE FOUNDER
AND DIRECTOR



Fee Structure for Batch 1
Online Classes:
Offline Classes: 

Rs.1,10,000/- incl. taxes
Rs.1,25,000/- incl. taxes

  lnstapedia is a revolutionary and collaborative effort from Team lnsightslAS with a vision to provide every
UPSC IAS Exam aspirant right, authentic, quality and curated content on every topic of UPSC civil services

exam syllabus - all at one place.
The Cambridge Dictionary defines Oracle as 'someone who knows alot about asubject and can give good

advice' We may not know a lot, but lnstapedia will be your Oracle where you can seek answers and content
for your UPSC related questions/queries. lnstapedia is just the beginning and is still a 'work in progress'.

 In coming days you will find more features and more content will be updated regularly.We welcome your
feedback to make lnstapedia truly a gold standard of UPSC IAS exam preparation.

 

To access lnstapedia, click here.

Scholarship Details 
Top 10 Ranks : 100% Scholarship

Rank 11 - 30 : 30% Scholarship
Rank 31 - 50 : 20% Scholarship

For Female Aspirants (RANK 31-100): 20% scholarship 

InstaClasses Details

Duration:

#InsightsForWomenEmpowerment

 Early Bird Offers : 

10% DISCOUNT15% DISCOUNT
Till Mar 7 Till Mar 14th th

Batch 1 : Bengaluru & Online
Starts from : 14    Mar 2022 th

Exclusive 40% discount over Mains Test Series 2023
 (IWIL 2023 - Post Prelims 2023) for the students of lnsta Classes.

12 -15 months



Insta Classes/OGP, in the Online & Offline mode, is a full-fledged course for UPSC
CSE 2022. It includes guidance for all three stages of the coveted examination  -
Prelims, Mains and Interview.

The need for Online Learning is mounting more than ever today. Necessitated by
prevailing circumstances, online education has become a necessary counterpart to
traditional classroom programs and will compliment the offline efforts. Irrespective of
the state of affairs, it is imperative that 'the show must go on!' InsightslAS devoted to
its tagline does its best to simplify IAS exam preparation for its students by
introducing Online Insta Classes while retaining the essentials of Offline learning.

The main objective of this course is to provide personalised learning by empowering
serious aspirants, especially freshers, to establish strong foundations of basics, build
on it by inculcating analytical skills, interact with and be mentored by trusted faculty
at every step and adapt their preparation to the dynamic nature of this examination.

lnsightslAS  helmed  by  its  Founder  and  Director,  Vinay  Sir  is  backed  by  an
experienced and immensely talented team of faculty, mentors and a Success
& Mindset Coach, now more so than ever, the All-New Insta Classes comes
loaded with EQUIP Strategy.

* Fee for InstaClasses 2023 does not include Optional Subject







Strategic coverage 
of Current Affairs to help students
build concepts 



Live + Recorded Classes 
for online students 













Mr. Umesh C 
Faculty & mentor
Subject: Society & Social justice







































4.66 lakh+ subscribers

1.7 lakh+ subscribers






